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Pages: 16-17
Lines: 1-54

Wha pune n hen f es
ar at y e pig g icos?
Wha  yo it is a te?
Wha  w en o t am
siin  hi c?
Wha  w en o Ota d
Ken’ro’ lis?

six mat tatami
room
8

A tatami is a type of mat used as a flooring material in traditional
Japanese-style rooms. A six-mat tatami room indicates the size of
the room. Each mat is 0.9m x 1.8m.

brazier
3

A container for burning wood or coals in to heat a room and cook
food

kimono
5
living high off
the hog
23-24

A long, loose traditional japanese robe with wide sleeves, tied
with a sash.

To prosper or otherwise live very well. It refers to the rich being
able to afford the choicest cut of meat, which, from a pig, is higher
up on the animal.

How   le bo hi s,
seﬁcy er he?
Wha  te it to  an n?
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Combine your individual work into a
group piece.

One group
should focus
on Otaka.

One group
should focus on
Ken’ichiro.

The other group then comments on what
they notice about your character based on
your performance.
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Explore how you might stage this opening scene,
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which gives us real insight into these characters,
their relationship and their feelings about family. .
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Aro 1907
A to n  co f Sik.
[A six-mat tatami room in a modest middle-class
house. Upstage center is a chest on which sits an alarm
clock, and downstage is a long wooden charcoal
brazier where a kettle is steaming. A low dining table
has been set out. KEN’ICHIRŌ has just returned from
his work at City Hall; he has changed into a kimono
and is relaxing, reading the newspaper. His mother,
OTAKA, is sewing. It is early October, around seven in
the evening, and already dark outside.]

Create a moodboard for the set
design for Father Returns.
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What might your approach to costume
design be for the play?
Mak es 
us vola y ih
ne r elg ot
den.

© Jane Fisher 2022

[Top5] Famous Traditional Japanese Clothes
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Wha p do 
wa y oss
to ? How l u
do s?
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Section B of the exam will be on Extract 2 (Father Returns).
You will need to answer two questions:
A 10 mark question (no choice)
on directing, design or
performing.

A 15 mark question from a choice
of 2 questions on directing,
design or performing.

We d  ko w t wi f on,  u n o b pa f
anh. Ls er, y a qin  al he pes, ote
con mo h o set,   wi pte l d o
quon.
© Jane Fisher 2022

We jump straight into
here in this pack!
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In the sample answers they have an answer as short as 260
words that gets 9/10. But they have longer answers of about
400 words too. Depends how efficiently you write. They give
you a page in the exam booklet (about 25 lines) as guidance.

Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to line 54
[‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you advise the actors
to show the familial relationships portrayed in this passage? [10]

MO:
The ser  el of 
perce, n et y
te s, en  lit.
(CI)

10 marks = 20 mins

The lge  is al ﬁin  l i. It’ ar
to r eyn o w to  n 20 it, o
be  ma  ew l on bo ur 
id o ce t od, n ec mes  h
te t mt e fu  lutn ho es.
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘A
six-mat tatami room.’] to line 54
[‘What’s done is done.’] As a director,
how would you advise the actors to
show the familial relationships
portrayed in this passage? [10]

What is being asked? Analyse the question.
HOW to show the FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS.

Relationship is loving, open, comfortable, equal
Style is naturalistic
Traditional roles: sewing, reading paper
Both care for sister: want what’s best, speak
on equal terms about opinions. Otaka draws on
experience.
● Ken wants to avoid conflict - changes subject
about Father twice (41 and 54)
● Both care for brother: agreement
●
●
●
●

© Jane Fisher 2022
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to line
54 [‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you advise
the actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this
passage? [10]

The whole play revolves around relationships and the kindness, compassion, love and obligation the family feels to
one another are quickly established in this opening scene. We see Ken’ichiro as the patriarch of the family as he has
‘just returned from his work at City Hall’ and is ‘relaxing with the newspaper,’ while his mother is sewing - a more
traditional female role. There isn’t much room for movement in these first few lines as they are both occupied with
their activities (reading / sewing) so I would do much of the communication of the relationships through their pacing,
vocal and facial expression - and through the use of their props as a distraction from the conversation when they
want it.
They do seem to be on equal terms: it is immediately clear that they both care for Otane, and want what’s best for
her, but they have different ideas about what that means. Ken’ichiro is more pragmatic, so I would encourage him to
bring this out in the line, “He had money. Would have made a fine match.” I would want the actor to avoid
callousness here, to show that he cares but he believes this is the best thing for her. I would suggest he puts the
paper down to show he’s genuinely interested and not just making a passing comment to write his sister off. Otaka’s
long response shows how she’s learnt from her own experience and she identifies with Otane as a woman. I would
want to draw attention to the lines, “Even if her husband’s poor, so long as he’s got a good heart, life
shouldn’t be too hard on her.”
© Jane Fisher 2022
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to line
54 [‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you advise
the actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this
passage? [10]

I would have her pause before making these final comments, to build up a subtle tension and draw attention to
them. I would want Ken’ichiro to feel the first bit of anger rising inside him as she talks about his dad blowing the
money away, “living high off the hog.” I notice that every time Father is mentioned, Ken’ichiro changes the subject
(“Shin’s late,” and “There’s no sense dwelling on the past,”) so I would have him say these lines with vivid agitation to
show that he doesn’t want to think about his father and he wants to avoid conflict with his mother.
They agree on the hopeful future for Shin. Ken’ichiro seems particularly invested and hopeful for him. I would want
him to show this hope in some way. Maybe he puts the newspaper down and leans in or looks into the distance as if
seeing Shin’s future with the lines, “There’s no telling how far he’ll go if he sets his mind to it.”
Ken’ichiro doesn’t want to talk about his own prospective marriage either, so when Otake brings it up, I might have
him slump back into his seat or pick up the paper again as he says, ‘Surely we can wait a couple more years at least.”
Otane insists though, so I might have her stop sewing, to tell him that ‘we really do have to get you a wife.’ She might
smile as she decides that would ‘fix everything’ to show that she is hopeful for all of their futures.

[528 words in 20 minutes: 5 planning; 13 writing; 2 checking.]
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● Plan here…
Read the passage from line 1, [‘A
six-mat tatami room.’] to line 54
[‘What’s done is done.’] As a director,
how would you advise the actors to
show the familial relationships
portrayed in this passage? [10]

What is being asked? Analyse the question.
HOW to show the FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS.
© Jane Fisher 2022
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to line 54
[‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you advise the
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this
passage? [10]

Write here…

© Jane Fisher 2022
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to line 54
[‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you advise the
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this
passage? [10]

Write here…

© Jane Fisher 2022

Read the passage from line 1, [‘A six-mat tatami room.’] to
line 54 [‘What’s done is done.’] As a director, how would you
advise the actors to show the familial relationships portrayed
in this passage? [10]

LOVE &
MONEY

9-10
7-8
5-6
3-4
1-2
0

Offers insight into the passage and provides a detailed and perceptive
discussion of how to direct it to show the familial relationships.
Offers some insight into the passage and provides a range of practical ideas of
how to direct it to show the familial relationships.
Offers understanding of the passage and provides some specific examples of
how to direct it to show the familial relationships.
Offers some understanding of the passage and provides a simple suggestion of
how to direct it.
Offers basic understanding of the passage and a general comment on how to
direct it.
No creditable response.
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